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This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid
& vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in SA. Thanks to all who submitted.
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1. Covid Hotline, Right to Care (Lizzie)

● Several ‘special circumstances’ exceptions requested for students travelling overseas, and those
with comorbidities under the age of 35.

● Several requests for ‘vaccination at home’ due to comorbidities.
● SMSs continue to be a source of concern with people not receiving them/receiving a message for

someone else/only receiving the first message/not receiving a confirmation message etc.

2. Covid Comms (David)

1. We know that the registration for 18-34 year olds starts on the 1st of September but
when the question is when the actual rollout starts.

2. Clearer communication is needed about the steps to follow: register on the EVDS first
and then folks can just walk-in? Clearer reasons for why people are being encouraged to
just walk-in are needed. To speed up the rollout process presumably?

3. The Northern Cape, North West and Free State need more vaccination sites opened to
increase vaccinations in rural areas.

4. We've been getting rumours regarding protection being greater from being infected
rather than vaccinated

5. Rumours that JnJ is less effective, and given to poor people vs Pfizer.
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3. Department of Health (Charity)
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4. Real 411 (William)

1. MISINFO: Vaccines are dangerous, untested and kill TRUTH: Vaccines work. See here
and here
1610 deals with a religious figure spewing this nonsense.
https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/TRWFR51L

2. MISINFO: Covid created in China as plan to kill off as many as possible. TRUTH: While
originated in Wuhan no evidence to support intentionally created or to kill.  See here and
Here.

3. MISINFO: Shona Ferguson died as result of being vaccinated. TRUTH: Shona
Ferguson family confirmed that he passed away as result of COVID related
complications. Nothing to do with vaccine. See here.
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https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-health-941fcf43d9731c76c16e7354f5d5e187
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/TRWFR51L
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/fact-check-how-the-wuhan-lab-leak-theory-for-pandemic-origin-suddenly-became-credible/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-icke-idUSKBN27P25X
https://www.news24.com/channel/the-juice/news/connie-ferguson-speaks-at-shonas-funeral-you-loved-me-in-a-way-i-didnt-even-know-was-possible-20210804


https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/yrxtnwdh

5. Health Systems Trust (Antoinette)

From HST channels (the better news)

Facebook distribution score shoots up again as CEO message kick-starts national Women’s
Month:  

- Public health messaging on HIV/TB treatment, the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond

https://web.facebook.com/HealthSystemsTrust/photos/a.599107070118430/4965980920097668/
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https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/yrxtnwdh
https://web.facebook.com/HealthSystemsTrust/photos/a.599107070118430/4965980920097668/


Top performing post on LinkedIn: Women’s Month campaign

Positive response and engagement to public health article on Breastfeeding
Week:

Keen interest for HIV testing. Enquiries about access and medical on-boarding:
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Rumours/Misinformation

Addressing the concern of getting COVID even after having been vaccinated:

https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-8480994?e=b76723b5c2

Addressing the issue: Why you shouldn't get a jab while you have COVID
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https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-8480994?e=b76723b5c2


https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-8480990?e=b76723b5c2

Doom and gloom about missing COVID-19 jab appointments:

https://www.spotlightnsp.co.za/2021/07/30/covid-19-crisp-on-the-challenges-with-sas-vaccine-
rollout/

Positive news about the jab:
Jabs for most pregnant women more than a month away
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https://mailchi.mp/bhekisisa.org/8480782-8480990?e=b76723b5c2
https://www.spotlightnsp.co.za/2021/07/30/covid-19-crisp-on-the-challenges-with-sas-vaccine-rollout/
https://www.spotlightnsp.co.za/2021/07/30/covid-19-crisp-on-the-challenges-with-sas-vaccine-rollout/


Spotlight | 29 July 2021
Most pregnant women in South Africa will have to wait at least another month for a potentially
life-saving COVID-19 jab. That is because in terms of the country’s vaccination rollout protocols
and progress, unless a pregnant woman is 35 years and older, and/or helping deliver essential
government services, she will only be eligible for vaccination from 1 September when the
programme opens up to people aged 18 to 35.
https://www.spotlightnsp.co.za/2021/07/29/covid-19-jabs-for-most-pregnant-women-more-than-a
-month-away/

New NICE Guidelines on Post-COVID Vaccine Blood Clots
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) has published guidelines for
diagnosing and treating vaccine-induced immune thrombocytopenia and thrombosis (VITT) after
receiving COVID-19 vaccinations. Despite being an extremely rare condition, with only 14.2
cases occurring per million doses of a COVID vaccine, NICE acknowledged that the condition
can be very serious and required swift diagnosis and urgent treatment. It said the rapid
guidance could be updated as new evidence emerged about the link between VITT and COVID
vaccination. However, NICE stressed that it was not in its remit to pass any judgement on the
safety of COVID vaccines. The new guidelines outline how to identify people with suspected
VITT, tests to confirm the condition, and treatment options depending on how serious their
syndrome is and how their symptoms react to treatment.
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/955628?src=soc_tw_210802_mscpedt_news_mdscp_cl
ots&faf=1

6. National Institute for Communicable Diseases (Nileen and
Sine)

PRIMARY TOPICS
1. Deaths caused by COVID-19 vaccination

Concerns about vaccines causing deaths are on the rise and persist from the
previous week. Community members engaging in these conversations are shared
the facts, and those experiencing AEFI are encouraged to report it via the
MedSafety App.
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https://www.spotlightnsp.co.za/2021/07/29/covid-19-jabs-for-most-pregnant-women-more-than-a-month-away/
https://www.spotlightnsp.co.za/2021/07/29/covid-19-jabs-for-most-pregnant-women-more-than-a-month-away/
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/955628?src=soc_tw_210802_mscpedt_news_mdscp_clots&faf=1
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/955628?src=soc_tw_210802_mscpedt_news_mdscp_clots&faf=1


2. Frustration around the COVID-19 vaccine rollout process, registration, vaccine
availability and speed.
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3. Fake news and misinformation relating to COVID-19 vaccines that create
unnecessary anxiety and fear.
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7. Centre for analytics and behavioural change

● Wimpy Vaccine Incentive
● COVID Vaccine Related Deaths
● Vaccine Misinformation & Anti-Vaxxers

Wimpy Vaccine Incentive

In the last week, our researchers found a volume of 23 338 mentions around COVID-19.
Amongst this content, 146 low traction posts containing the word ‘wimpy’ were found. In these
posts, individuals expressed their views relating to the latest vaccine incentive launched by
Wimpy (an offer of free coffee to any person that provided proof of their vaccination). While
many individuals expressed positive sentiments around this, there were a few that stated that
they felt this was wrong. Thabani responded with an anti-vaxx statement that said “vaccinate
and die.” KTM wrote that “the bribery has reached SA shores” and questioned the company’s
motivation by claiming that people “still think this is about a virus.” Other individuals like James
expressed that people should avoid Wimpy because “they are working for Gates.”

COVID Vaccine Related Death

This week our team found a continuation of conversation talking about vaccine side effects and
vaccine related deaths. Mfundo who states that “the media is down playing” the death of 28
people that “died after taking jab.” Kumkanikazi also brings up the idea that South Africans are
being lied to and says “stop saying covid related death when it’s a covid vaccine related death.
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https://twitter.com/Realthabanim/status/1422474193573195781?s=20
https://twitter.com/sandidakar/status/1422471573479567361
https://twitter.com/JamesRo18970820/status/1422472559283613699
https://twitter.com/Praiseg29611602/status/1422520142869803013
https://twitter.com/ntsikimazwai/status/1421703163069992961


Keep us informed with the reality,” and finally Seati states that “vaccine related deaths in[sic] the
rise.”

Although a lot of the online conversation on this
topic was related to Eusebius McKaiser getting
critically ill from COVID-19 after getting
vaccinated. A number of individuals (such as

Jozitube) took this as proof that the vaccine does not work - this author’s tweet had a bit of
engagement with 29 retweets and 45 likes. Others, like MohBil2, stated that Eusebius runs
“vaccination promos while calling us anti-vaxxers… and when they almost die post-jabs, they
become COVID-19 martyrs.” Dr Dioné says, “odd how so many people who have had the
vaccination end up getting it anyway to the point where they need to be hospitalised. But hey,
“science”, right?” Vuvu also questioned the effectiveness of the vaccine after Eusebius was
hospitalized post-vaccination. This author wrote “what’s the use of getting vaxxed and then
getting sick and hospitalised. Does it make sense? I won’t get vaccinated.”
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https://twitter.com/SeatiMoloi/status/1420343958639726596?s=20
https://twitter.com/jozitube/status/1422488851008851968
https://twitter.com/MohBil2/status/1422489775685181447
https://twitter.com/harley_dione/status/1422237094718676998
https://twitter.com/vuvu_blouw/status/1422450894436773890


Vaccine Misinformation/Anti-Vaxx

Our researchers found a number of posts with vaccine misinformation, as well as anti-vaxx
sentiments. Nothando says that “I’m more scared of these vaccines more than I am of covid”
and Cabonena stated “I cannot take the China virus vaccine.” The latter gained some good
engagement with 129 likes. EzemveloZulu also expressed a negative view on the vaccine in a
tweet that says “it doesn’t make sense to take the vaccine cause you can still die.” Zimbiri
tweeted “I’m not anti-vaccine but I’m anti-new world order instilled through the vaccine,” This
conspiracist post insinuates that a “new world order” is being created through the vaccine
rollout.
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https://twitter.com/Nothando__K/status/1422468807373828147
https://twitter.com/alfred_cabonena/status/1422262041453252614
https://twitter.com/MveloZulu88/status/1422470826377555972?s=20
https://twitter.com/Zimbiri5/status/1419963072299606017


Thabani questioned the “use of taking that vaccine nonsense if it[sic] not going to protect you
from COVID-19 anyway.” This author also wrote that “you still have to wear a mask like a fool.”
Finally Sizwe, an account that continues to spread vaccine misinformation, states that “a
vaccine that doesn't prevent infection is like a contraceptive that can’t prevent pregnancy.”

8. World Health Organization – AIRA

Ongoing concerns around vaccine safety and side effects

● Comment suggesting a person died from the COVID vaccine here (Twitter)
● Claim that vaccine deaths are being logged as COVID deaths here (Twitter)
● Articles in Afrikaans suggesting that bigger breasts are a side effect of the Pfizer

vaccine here and here (Facebook and News)

Conversations about variants’ spread

● Concerns and questions about Lambda variant here (Twitter)
● Personal report of breakthrough COVID case and warning against variants here

(Twitter)
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https://twitter.com/Realthabanim/status/1422464747547643906?s=20
https://twitter.com/SizweLo/status/1420984371029417984
https://twitter.com/Vumisa70753788/status/1417172687256887325
https://twitter.com/ntsikimazwai/status/1421703163069992961
https://www.facebook.com/256548771432/posts/10157995664181433
https://www.netwerk24.com/Nuus/Gesondheid/groter-borste-newe-effek-van-pfizer-entstof-20210727
https://twitter.com/kgmadisa/status/1412102169034166273
https://twitter.com/maggiehenry_/status/1421269687808237568


Concerns about forced vaccinations

● Debates about forced vaccination here, here, here, here and here (Facebook and
News)

Frustration with pandemic and vaccine management & government corruption

○ Sadness that people who could have been protected with vaccines died
due to slow rollout here (Twitter)
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https://www.facebook.com/379138726819/posts/10157998516336820
https://www.facebook.com/10227041841/posts/10159881870786842
https://www.iol.co.za/entertainment/celebrity-news/local/toya-delazy-says-forcing-people-to-get-vaccinated-is-a-crime-against-humanity-8fdb323f-2182-469f-a94e-d4a1e08e80d7
https://www.ecr.co.za/news/news/sahrc-probes-claims-people-forced-get-jabbed/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2021-07-27-threatened-with-dismissal-or-eviction-for-refusing-covid-19-jab-the-sahrc-wants-to-know/
https://twitter.com/ShahanR/status/1418230305186619393

